
BASIS STRUCTURE OF MODULES

O. T. O'MEARA

1. Introduction. Elementary divisor theory over the rational inte-

gers is classical; a treatment over an arbitrary algebraic number

field can be found in Steinitz [8]. In this paper we are motivated

by the following interpretation of Chevalley [4] and Asano [2]: if

Lx and L2 are finite modules in a vector space V over a Dedekind

ring o with quotient field F, then Lx and L2 have a minimal basis in

common. Simple examples show that in general this is not true for

more than two modules Lx and L2, but in Theorem 4.2 we establish

conditions under which every module in V has a minimal basis in

common with a given set of modules L0, • ■ ■ , Lm. The basis structure

of modules under a direct sum decomposition of V is examined in

Theorem 4.3.

The results outlined above are proved over any valuation ring o:

that they can be extended to an arbitrary Dedekind ring is a conse-

quence of Theorem 5.4 which reduces the problem to a local one.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper o will denote an integral

domain with a unit and with quotient field F; further restrictions

will be placed on o in the following paragraphs. The modules L con-

sidered will be torsion-free iaX = 0 with «Go, XEL, implies a = 0

or X = 0), finitely generated, and of finite rank; hence [2; 4; 6] each

L has a replica in a finite dimensional P-space V; we will always

assume that the modules under consideration are contained in such

a vector space V; n will denote the dimension of this vector space;

the subspace of V that is spanned by L will be written FL and we

have rank 7 = dim P-7^dim V = n.

In addition all modules will have at least one minimal basis in V—

that is, a basis {£} for V and (possibly zero) ideals a< in F such that

L = axÇx+ ■ ■ ■ + a„£B; such a basis is known to exist for finitely gener-

ated modules in the following case:

Theorem 2.1. Let F be such that every finitely generated nonzero

o-ideal is invertible. If L is a finitely generated o-module in V and if

£i, • • • , in is any basis for V, then there exist ifinitely generated) ideals

aiandabasisr)\ = cn£x+ • ■ ■ +cx-ix£x-i+£x/oî' Vsuch that L = ^aw*.

This is proved in Satz 1 of [2 ] and the proof found there, though

given for Dedekind rings, applies to fields of the above type; it is

not necessary to assume that rank L = n. Note that the number of

nonzero a,- is equal to the rank of L. Compare the proofs in [4; 6].
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If we say that a result P(n, m), where n and m are non-negative

integers, is proved by double induction we mean

(2.1) P(0, m)    and   P(n, 0)    hold for all n and m,

(2.2) P(n, m - \)    and   P(n - 1, m)    =>   P(n, m).

One notational matter: we will denote the running indices in a

summation by Greek letters, fixed indices by Roman or Gothic letters.

3. Minimal bases for L. In this section we investigate which bases

in V qualify as minimal bases for L. The ring o is quite general but

it is assumed that L is a direct sum of o-ideals of F,

(3.1) L - aiii + • • • + <ul».

Let us introduce the o-module

(3.2) M = hirii + ■ • • + inVn,

the b¿ being o-ideals and {v} being another basis for V connected

with {|} by the equations

(3.3) ti,- = H flxí£x,        fi - H hm-

Lemma 3.1. LQM if and only if ¿»¿yCtyÇbi; L = M if and only if
bijdjQbi and aybyÇa,-; for all i and j.

Proof. It suffices to prove the first part of the lemma. Substituting

(3.3) in (3.1) we see that LQM is equivalent to ?Z(u(Yfo..wO
£ S&xrçx; that is, djbijÇZbi for all i and j.

Lemma 3.2. The basis {r¡} is a minimal basis for L if and only if

aijbjkükCZctifor all i, j, k.

Proof. The necessity is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1:

for if a.-j-^O, then o^aiCbj-CZa.-ay1. To prove the sufficiency we intro-

duce the ideals b» = H^^a^ ar,d then define M by means of equation

(3.2). Then L = M (again by Lemma 3.1) and so {r;} is a minimal

basis for L.

Lemma 3.3. If L = M then aijbjQüi and det {a¿j} ITbx= LTax; con-
versely, if these conditions are satisfied and if the b¿ are invertible, then

L = M.

Proof. Necessity. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and the expansion

det {aij} = 22±aiati2/) • • • anu that det {a,-/} Hbx^IIax. Similarly
ITbx^det {ba} ITax. The remark det {a,-,} = (det {t),;})_1 completes

the proof of the necessity.
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Sufficiency. Let a¿, denote the cofactor of a„. Then a'n

— S±°i« " " " a*<" the first subscript avoiding r, the second s. Hence

aróurbr1£Haxbrl = det {a^} and so b„a,Qbt. The result follows from

Lemma 3.1.

Remark. It follows from the previous lemma that if L and M are

isomorphic, then JJux and Jlbx are in the same ideal class. Compare

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that L = M and let the bases {£} a«d {77} have

the property that F%m+X+ • • ■ +F^n = Fnm+x+ ■ ■ ■ +Fr¡nfor some m,

O^m^n — 1. Then am+x£m+x+ ■ ■ ■ +an£n = bm+xiim+x+ ■ ■ ■ +b„r¡n.

Proof. The given restrictions ensure that all entries ay and ba are

zero if i^m and j^m + l. Then {ay}«.i£m+i has j ba} »,/£m+i as its

inverse. But an and by satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1 for all

i,j and hence for i,j^m + l. Q.E.D.
We conclude this section with some remarks on the multiplication

of modules by nonzero scalars tEF. (a) t-L is again an o-module in V.

(b) If {7x} is a collection of o-modules in V and if \t\} is a cor-

responding collection of scalars, then the L\ have a basis {¿} in

common if and only if all the t\-L\ have the same minimal basis in

common, (c) If 0 is a valuation ring or a Dedekind ring, there are

nonzero scalars tx, t2 such that tx-LÇM and t2-L~DM, provided that

L and M are both of rank n (Lemma 3.1).

4. Local theory. The ring 0 is now taken to be a valuation ring with

quotient field F: 0 is an integral domain such that for any a in F,

either «Go or o¡_1Go. Associated with 0 is a valuation \a\, aEF,

with values in an ordered multiplicative group [l; 7]. We denote the

maximal prime ideal in 0 with the letter p. Observe that all finitely

generated o-ideals are principal and hence invertible. All modules

will be finitely generated and hence of the form of equation (3.1)

with the a,- principal by Theorem 2.1. Hence there is a basis for L

in which

(4.1) L = (ft)*! + • • • + (p»)tn, Pi E F;

putting £< =£•£• we see that we can take L= 2Zo£x' if desired. Fur-

thermore, if L = ^Z^7?^ is another representation in a minimal basis

{77}, then the b\ must all be principal.

Lemma 4.1. Let L¡= 2av/£x= X&xj'7x be modules in V, O^j^m,
and let L0 = ]Co£x = ]Cot?x- Then there is a reordering of the {r¡} in

which ay = by for all i, j.

Proof. By induction to n. In the notation of (3.3), {a¿y} must be
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unimodular. Now 2^aix¿>xi = 1 ; therefore there is a k for which

| flu| = 1 = | bki\ =| a[t\. Interchanging r;i and r\k we have

(4.2) | au |   = 1 =  | bu | .

Then aubiyÇctiy by Lemma 3.1 and so biyÇctiy. Similarly uiyÇbiy.
Hence

(4.3) ai/ = bif for all/.

Now ajxbxy Çoiy together with (4.2) and (4.3) implies that aixaïl'bxy

Ç bij and therefore Hb»V\ = bi^i + Hb\j(v* ~ aixaiiV). But
0/x—aixa¡i1r,i)£F£¡¡ + • • • +F£„ for X^2; hence ^bxyfax —aixanSji)

= y,u\,-£\. with X = 2, in virtue of Lemma 3.4. Induction completes

the proof.

Note. In the case m = 1 the previous lemma expresses the "unique-

ness of the elementar}' divisors."

Theorem 4.2. Let L¡, 0 -¿júm, be given rank n modules in V. Then

every rank n module K in V has a mininal basis {£K} which is also

a minimal basis for all the L¡ if and only if either tLjC^Li or tL¡~DLi

holds for all i, j and all scalar s /£F.

Proof. Sufficiency. By double induction. (2.1) is true by the ele-

mentary divisor theorem which holds for valuation rings. We must

prove (2.2).

By the induction and (4.1) we can write Lo, • • ■ , Lm-X and Lm in

a common minimal basis such that Lo=H^\j 2,y= 2(£xy)£x, the

(p\j) being principal ideals in F. By considering tjL, if necessary we

can make the further assumption that LjQLo and Lü9£ir~lLj'Q.Lo for

any 7r£p, O^júm. Reordering L\, • • • , Lm we obtain L0^Li

32-2 • • • 22,m; hence

(4.4) \pXm\   £  | P\m-i\   á • • ■ á  I p\o\   = 1, (p\m) = poro.

Let 7(A) denote the number of p's with absolute value 1 in this in-

equality.

Let K be of the form Horl* with £,-= H0^*- By rearranging {£}

and {r] ] we can assume that

(4.5) \bn\   =max |ja|, | b* |   =  | bn | =>y(í) ^ r(X)'.

Now define Hi = JXi&iiV and Ex = (£x —¿W^i). Then (£iy)£i

+ (pxy)£x = (/>iy)£i + Oxy)Ex, since \biXbn\ <l implies |pxAxifi1 \

ú\pu\, while if leix^n1! = 1> then 7(X)^7(1) implies |pXy g|piy|.
Hence Lj=(pii)^i+Lj where Lj = ]£(px,-)Ex. Since | ftxi&fi1 ¿1, we

must have 2C = oHi + 2C' where 2C' = orj2+ • • • +o??„. But F£i = FHi
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and ^F3,\ = Ft]2+ ■ • ■ +Frjn by definition of Hi and Sx- In addition

L'j+xQLj and Lj+13p7/ by (4.4). Applying the induction again we

see that Lj, 0áj^w, and K' have a minimal basis [w\ in common.

Hence ¿1( w2, ■ • • , w„ is a minimal basis for Lj, 0 ^j^m, and K. This

proves (2.2) and hence establishes the induction.

Necessity. Given any pair Lit Lj there is a minimal basis {£} such

that 7»= 2°£x and L¡= 2Zbx£x by the elementary divisor theorem.

Hence if the given conditions on the L¡, O^j^m, do not hold there

must be a pair, 70 and Lx say, such that 70= S°£* and tLx=(p)£x

+ o& + (pt)%z+ • ■ ■ +(pn)£n with p\Eo and \p\ <|7r| <1, for some

7rGp- By a change of notation let us refer to tLx as Lx. Now define a

new basis {r¡} for V by the equations {rj ] B = {£} where

(4-6) £i = vu        ¿2 = 7rr?i -f PV2, £/ = Vi, j > 2.

Put K= J^or/x. Contention: L0, 7i and K do not have a common

minimal basis.

Suppose that the contrary is true and let their common minimal

basis be

(4.7) {r} = U}c= U)bc

Put C= {en] and C~1= {o*y}. Then the first row and ¿th column of

BC has entry (cu+ttcu) while the ¿th row and second column of

(BC)~l has entry (dn — ird^p-1. Now apply Lemma 3.2 (i) to L0:

CikdkjEo all i, j, k; (ii) to Lx: cXkdk2E(p) for all k; (iii) to 7Í:

(cXk+irc2k)(dk2 — irdkx)p~1Eo. Then these three conditions yield (iv) :

cXkdkX — c2kdk2Ep- Now (cxkdkx)(c2kdk2)E(p) by (i) and (ii) and so either

Ci/AiGp or c2kdk2Ep and hence both must be in p by (iv). Hence

1 = 2Zci\¿xiGp and tms 's a contradiction. Q.E.D.

Remark. There is a different way of stating Theorem 4.2—by

assuming that 77.0= V but dropping the conditions on the ranks of

the Lj, O^j^m, and on K.

Sufficiency. It is easy to see that the conditions of the theorem guar-

antee that all Lj must be of the same rank and therefore span V. If

in addition rank K — n, the proof is as before. If this is not so, write

K = 0-771 + 02772+ • • ■ +a„77n; instead of (4.5) we can arrange to have

| on |   = max | ôix | , | &ix |   =   [ in | => y(l) è y(\)

by permuting the {£} only. The rest of the proof is as before.

Necessity, if all Lj, O^j^m, are of rank n the previous proof is

valid. If not, we can take L0= S°£x and 7i = 0£i + o£2+a3£3 + ■ • •

+ ci„£„ by the elementary divisor theorem; put K = o(^x+ir~1^o) where
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7t£p; then it is easy to see (e.g. by using Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.4)

that 2,o, 2,i and K do not have a common minimal basis.

Theorem 4.3. If L¡, O^j—^m, are modules in V having a minimal

basis in common and if each L¡ has a decomposition L¡ = L¡ +L¡'

corresponding to a fixed direct sum decomposition V=V'+V", then

the L'j (resp. £,/') have a common minimal basis in V (resp. V").

First we prove the following special case.

Lemma. The theorem is true if FL0 = V.

Proof of lemma. By double induction. (2.1) is true. We must

prove (2.2). By the induction we have

(4.8) L¡ = H (¿x,)fc Ç V',       L¡' = £ (¿xy)£x Ç V",

Oáiám-1,

with 2,o= 22o£x, that is p\o= 1 for all X. Let {f} be a minimal basis
common to all the L¡, 0 S/^m; there is no loss of generality in taking

71

(4.9) L0 = H orx,   Lj = H (hi)h,   Lm = ofi + £ iP\m)h,
Ü

P\m £ o.

If f<= £cx,ix, then {c,y} must be unimodular and we can permute

{£} as in Lemma 4.1 until \cu\ = 1 = | ¿u|, interchange V and V" if

necessary, and then permute f2, • • • , f„ until

(4.10) H (Pxi)h = Lj=H (Pn)h, 0 ¿ j á » - 1,

(4.11) | cu |   =1.       cx,/>„y S ipxi), 0 = j g m - 1.

Note that with a corresponding change of notation, (4.8) and (4.9)

are preserved.

Now put Zi=fi, Zx = (fx-cixcfiTi), Ei=Eí <W£x, Ex=£x and
then write f and £ instead of Z and E. In virtue of (4.11) and these

substitutions, (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) are still valid and

n n^

(4.12) f, = cují + H ¿xi£x,        f< = L cx<£x, « > 1-
a+i 2

It follows from the direct sum decomposition of Lm and (4.9) that

Hï+i £"xi£x£2,m and cii£i£2,m. Hence we see from (4.9) and (4.12) that

Lm= Hi (hm)h+^i. Now Hi (Wrx and Hi (J>xy)£x, 0 £j = w -1,
have fs, • • • , fB as a common minimal basis in virtue of Lemma 3.4

and (4.12). Contention: there is a direct sum decomposition of

Hi (hin)h corresponding to Hi f^El+i *&: for Lm = L'm+L'¿;
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and 7„ = o£i+^ OxTjx with 77x=aix|i+ • • • +£x in virtue of Theo-

rem 2.1; but uxaixÇlo since LmÇZL0; hence we can assume that

«ix = 0, 2gXga; then by Lemma 3.4, J% (pxm)Çx='El d\V\®L^.
This proves the contention. Induction completes the proof. Q.E.D.

Proof of theorem. By double induction. By applying the elemen-

tary divisor theorem to L0' (resp. La") and L{ (resp. Li") we can

write

,, . -,s    70 = o£i + • • • + o £r + • • • + o |(,
(4.13)

7l   = Pr£r +   •   •   •   +  P<£( +  Oíí+l +   •  •   •   + Ok.

with s^n and {£} such that either £xG V or £xG V"; there is no loss

of generality in assuming that px£°, r^\^t. On the other hand an

easy computation shows that we can assume that equations (4.13)

are true if we replace {£} by {f} where {f} is a minimal basis com-

mon to all Lj, 0 ^¡j^m. Define K invariantly as the smallest o-module

containing L0 and Lx. Then

B s

i i

Case I. FK=V. Then K, L0, Lx, ■ ■ ■ , Lm satisfy the conditions

of the lemma; the theorem therefore holds for these modules; hence

it holds for Lj, O^j^m.

Case II. FK9*V. By the induction K, L2, L%, ■ ■ ■ , Lm have a

common basis {77} such that K = 2^1 077X and either ?7xG V or 77xG V"

for 1 ̂ X ^n. By means of Lemma 3.4 we see that L0, Lx and ^2'x a\jr¡\,

2 ^j á m, must have f 1, • • • , f, as a common minimal basis and hence

have a basis wi, • • • , co8 with the required property. Then «1, • • • ,w„

»?»+i, ■ • • , 77„ is the basis required. This completes the proof of the

theorem.

Lemma 4.4. Let Lj be rank n modules in V and let X be any vector in

Lo- Then there is a nonzero a (independent of X) such that if {£} is any

basis for all L¡ with L0= S°£x, then so is £1, • • • , £i-i, l-i+a'X,

£.■+1, • • • , £» where \a'\ ú\a\.

Proof. Write L,-=5jXxj£x and X= ]T/*x£x where «xGo; choose

aGp such that aGftx,(Ç/ for all X, p, j. Then

Lj = auk + ■ • • + Oy(fc + a'X) + • • • + u„}{«.

5. Dedekind rings. In this section we assume that classical ideal

theory holds in F/o, that is to say the ideals with bounded denomina-

tor form a group under multiplication. We denote by Op the valuation

ring corresponding to the prime ideal p; the same letter p will be used
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for the maximal prime ideal in op. The Op-ideals in F are all powers of

p and the value group is discrete and real. If a = p" ■ • • is a fac-

torization of the o-ideal a we define p(a) as the Op-ideal p". All modules

will be finitely generated and hence of the form (3.1) with the a¿ of

bounded denominator and invertible. Note that if £1, • • • , £„ is

any basis for V, then by Theorem 2.1 there is a minimal basis

j/i, • • • , r¡n for L such that

(5.1) 77,- = cu£i + • • • + c¿_i;£í_i + £,-, cu £F.

If 2,= £ax£x put p(2,) = £p(<u)£x: that this is well-defined is an

immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1. By taking ¿x' =a\i-\ instead of

¿x it is always possible to choose a basis for L such that p(L) = £o»£x'

at a given finite set of primes p provided that rank L = n. By means of

Lemma 3.1 and the unique factorization into primes it is easy to

prove the following result.

Lemma 5.1. L = M if and only ifpiL) =p(M) at all p. In any case, if

FL = F- M, then p(2,) = p( M) holds at all but a finite number of primes

Lemma 5.2. Let L¡, O^j^ni, be rank n modules in V and let W be

an r dimensional subspace of V. If p(2,y), O^j^m, have a common

minimal basis {rj'} such that r¡\, ■ ■ ■ , rßEW at each p in a finite set

of primes S, then there is a basis {f} for Lo which is also a basis for all

the p(2,y), p£5, and such that fi, • ■ • , Tr£ W.

Proof. By induction on n. All bases (whether defined or derived)

that appear in the proof will be such that their first r elements span

W. Let us write 2,0= 53ctxo£x and t/J = H°X¿^ we can assume that

p(uxo) =0d and p(2,0) = 2]o())x at all p£5. Apply the approximation

theorem to the entries of the matrices \a%] in such a way that a,¡

approximates to a£, with aty = 0 whenever a?y = 0 is true for all p£5;

then in virtue of Lemma 4.4 a sufficiently high approximation yields

a basis r/y= Ha*Â>> sucn that

(5.2) p(2,„) = H Opfx,        p(2,¿) = H $MV\, all p £ S.

Now write each Ly = £axy^xywith^xy£Fr;1+ • • • +Fr/x, by (5.1). Then

all the modules H"1 flxy£xy have nu • • • , T/n_i as a common minimal

basis at each p£5, in virtue of Lemma 3.4; by the induction there is

a basis (and we continue to call it {%}) for L0 such that jji, • • • , jj„

is a basis for the p(2,y), p£5, where r;, = Çt- for all it%n — l; we can as-

sume that

(5. .1) H °p^ = P(L«) = H opvx, p £ S.
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Suppose that 77« = «i£i+ • • • +an£n; then |a,-| ál and \an\ =1 at

all pES; by suitably scaling rjn we can make the further assumptions

(5.4) «¿Go,        a( E û.-ouno for all i.

Let a, a'Eo be such that \a\, \a'\ are arbitrarily small at pG-S, but

either \a\ = 1 or \a'\ =1 outside S; then g.c.d. (a, a', an) = 0 and there

must exist p\ ß', y Go such that aß+a'ß' +yan = 1 ; clearly 7 must be

a unit at all pES. Define

(5.5) £< = &,/<«, £„ = a/3£„ + a'/3'£„ + 717,,.

Then £„ = X^ï_1 7«x£x+£n and so {£} is a basis for 70. Since \a\,

I a'I can be made arbitrarily small at pG5, we have {£} as a basis for

p(Lj), pES, by Lemma 4.4. Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.3. If the assumptions of the previous lemma are satisfied at

ALL primes p, then there is a common basis {£} for all Lj, Oájáí»,

such that fi, • • ■ , ÇrEW.

Proof. Let 5 be a finite set of primes such that p(L0)=p(Lj) if

pES. Let {f} be a basis having the properties of Lemma 5.2; then

p(7o) = 2>xo£x = p(L,) if pGS, and p(L,) = Zpxyfx if pES. Define

ox, = n px, n pxo.
sSs     mEs

Then L¡= ]>^ax.,£x by Lemma 5.1.

Theorem 5.4. The modules Lj have a common minimal basis if and

only if their local components p(L¡) have a common minimal basis at all

primes p, O^j^m.

Proof. By double induction. By the elementary divisor theorem

70 =  UioWl +   • • •  + UrOWr +   • •  •   + (XqOUq,

Lx = aricor + • • • + aqXo>q + • • ■ + a»iios.

We can assume that ctxiCuxo, r^X^g. Define K invariantly as the

o-module generated by L0 and Lx; then K= 23(axo+axi)wx.

Case I. Rank Lj = n, 0^j|»i. This follows from Lemma 5.3.

Case II. Rank L0<», rank Ly = «, 1 ̂ j^m. By Lemma 5.3 we can

express Lj, lgj^w, in a common {£} with £1, • ■ • , £„ spanning

FLo'. Lj= 22ax;£x, 1 újúm. Then 70 and Xa Qx¿£x have a common

basis at all p in virtue of Lemma 3.4 and so by the induction they

must have a common basis f 1, • • • , £a in the large. Then £1, • ■ • , £5,

£<+i, • • ■ , £n is the basis required.
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Case III. Rank K = s<n. Then if {rj"} is a basis for p(2,y), Otsjúm,

it must also be a basis for p(K); therefore by the induction K,

L2, • ■ • , L„ have a common basis {£} ; let us suppose that &,•••,£,

spans F-K; then L0, Li and Hi axy£x have a common minimal basis

at all p in virtue of Lemma 3.4; hence they have a basis fj, • ■ ■ , f,

in the large. Then fi, • • • , f,, £3+i, • • ■ , £„ is the basis required.

Case IV. Rank L0<n, rank Li<n and rank K = s = n. Then by

(5.1) we can express each 2,y, 2^jgw, in a basis whose successive

elements are in Fwn, Fco„ + Fwn_i, etc.; by Lemma 3.4 and the induc-

tive hypothesis we see that we can assume that L,= H^1 °xy«xy

+ H" «xywx, for 0 újúm.
Contention: we can arrange to have co¿£FL0 when 2^¡j=:m. For

each a£oxy we have awxy = acox+apx+iyWx+i+ •••+••• £2,y; at

each p, p(2,y) has a basis {r¡9} with tj?, • • • , iyj£F2,0, »??,•••, Vn

£FLi; and rç^co,, for ß—r, by Lemma 3.4, hence

<XU\j  =   ßliVl +   •   •   •   +  ßqjVq  +aPq+l]Uq+l +   "   '   "   +   0¡p„yCO„;

hence apMyw)í£p(Ly) holds for all p, ß^q + 1 ; and so uxy/VyovÇIZy. This

proves the contention.

By the induction and Lemma 3.4 we can express /.T,~1 cixyWxy

+ H" Qxiwx, O^j^m, in a common minimal basis fi, • • • , f5. Then

fii • " ■ . Ta. w5+i, ■••,«» is the basis required. We have exhausted

all possibilities and the theorem is now proved.
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